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Abstract
We study the centrefocus problem for systems with homogeneous
nonlinearities Afterwards in the centre case we study the character
ization of the isochronous centres More explicitly we derive six nec
essary conditions to be a centre and six necessary conditions to be an
isochronous centre These conditions are expressed in complex notation
and are suitable to be utilized in any computer algebra system By using
this approach we reobtain the necessary and sucient conditions to be a
centre or an isochronous centre for a general system with homogeneous
nonlinearities of degree two or three

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 Introduction and main results
In this paper we deal with systems of the form
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With the above notation our main result is the following	
Theorem A i The following six equalities are necessary conditions for
the origin of  to be a centre
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ii The following six equalities are necessary conditions for the origin of
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For a xed n the above expressions can be implemented in any computer
algebra system to derive without major diculties explicit necessary conditions
to have a isochronous centre Observe that it is not necessary to make the
integration between  and 
 because only the trigonometrical monomials that
are independent on  contribute to the nal result
The proof of the Theorem is given in the next Section There we also give
the relation among the a
i
 b
i
and the Liapunov and period constants
In the nal Section we make all the computations for the cases n  
 
and we obtain the necessary and sucient conditions for the origin to be a
centre and an isochronous centre These conditions are known see  
 
 and have also been obtained by many other authors see for instance
     but as far as we know the isochronicity conditions are
only given for these systems after making some reductions in the number of
parameters Here we present the result without any restriction Finally we
test our method for the case n  
 Proof of the main result
To know if the origin of  is a centre or a focus we consider equation 
 with
the change of variable introduced in 
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R
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In the new variables the system writes as the Abel equation	
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Let P   r
  be the return map between R fg and R f
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will say that system  has a centre at r  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k

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all k  
 On the other hand it has a focus if it exists some k such that
u
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Once we know that the origin of  is a centre there is a simple way to
give the conditions to be an isochronous centre We observe that we cannot
use only the Abel equation  since this equation does not take into account
the time variable The idea we will use is suggested in 	 If we take the
second equation of 
 we integrate the time and apply the change  then
we obtain	
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Hence the conditions to have an isochronous centre are	
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The numbers b
j
will be called periodAbel constants
In the next lemmawe relate LiapunovAbel and periodAbel constants with
the usual ones	 the Liapunov constants v
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and the periond constants P
k
see 
 and  for the denitions
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The proof follows without major diculties by using 
In the next result we derive expressions for the rst LiapunovAbel con
stants for equation  This result is an improvement of Theorem 
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Proof As an example we will prove the expression for a
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Proof of Theorem A We deduce the expression for a
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Then adding the last two expressions and taking into account that Reiz 
Imz one obtains the expression of a

in the statement of the theorem 
 Application to the cases n
The development of the formulas given in Theorem A leads to the statements
of Theorems  and  and their corollaries Theorems 
 and 
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From the above result we can obtain necessary conditions for a quadratic
system to have a centre at the origin and also to have an isochronous centre
at the origin These conditions turn out to be sucient as we state in the next
result
Theorem  Quadratic centres and isochronus centres For the
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As in the quadratic case the above theorem gives next necessary conditions
for centres and isochronous centres in the case of systems with homogeneous
cubic nonlinearities Again these conditions turn out to be sucient
Theorem  Centres and isochronous centres for systems with
cubic nonlinearity For the system  with n   and F

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b the origin is an isochronous centre if and only if one of the following four
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To prove Theorems 
 and  we need to know if a system has a centre
and in this case if it is isochronous For the rst question we refer to 
 For the second one there is a nice way which follows from a result of
Villarini see  which we will apply here using complex notation This
method has been already used in  for the quadratic case
Theorem Villarini Let S and S
T
 be transversal plane dierential
systems of class C

	 Assume that the local ows dened by the solutions of S
and S
T
 commute	 Then any centre of S is isochronous	
We recall that two systems z  fz z and z  gz z commute if the Lie
bracket f g of the local ows dened by their solutions vanishes It can be
proved without major diculties that
f g  fg
z
 f
z
g  fg
z
 gf
z
 
We will use the above result to prove the suciency of the isochronicity
conditions given in Theorem 
b and Theorem b
In fact the cases stated in Theorem 
b
 and Theorem b
 satisfy
in polar coordinates that

   and then it is obvious that the centres are
isochronous
On the other hand the cases stated in Theorem 
b and Theorem
b correspond to holomorphic systems z  fz Using  it is easy
to check that these systems always commute with their orthogonal z  ifz
Therefore this proves the wellknown fact that all centres of holomorphic sys
tems are isochronous centres
Proof of Theorem  a See 
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Proof of Theorem  a See 
b For each case we give again the corresponding transversal commuting
system	

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
 Final remarks
a Apart from the degree 
 and  cases it seems a priori that the easiest
one must be the case with homogeneous nonlinearity of degree  because for
n even the LiapunovAbel constants of even order vanish while for n odd
all of them are signicant So it induces to think that the quintic case is
more attainable than the quartic one However the length of the constants
for the case n   is considerable in order to try to characterize both the
centres and the isochronous centres We have been able to nd expressions
for the LiapunovAbel constants up to a

that is v

 and up to b


that is
P

 To get an idea of the complexity of the computations we will say that
the computation of b


 in the program Mathematica v

 in a PC

computer takes approximately  seconds These results are not enough to
characterize the centres or the isochronous centres in this case
b Following the notation of  if for some real  system  is invariant
under the change of variables w  e
i
z t

 t we will say that it is reversible
It is not dicult to see that all reversible systems  are centres and that
they are characterized by the equalities f
kl
 

f
kl
e
ikl
for all k l where
F
n
z z 
P
kln
f
kl
z
k
z
l
 Observe that from the results obtained for the cases
n  
  it is easy to prove that all the isochronous centres are reversible This
fact is not true for n   To prove it it suces to consider the family of
systems
z  iz  zF
n
z z
satisfying that F
n
z z  F
n
z z and when n  
k thatRef
kk
 
These systems can be trivially integrated and they are centres Furthermore
they are isochronous because

   but it is not dicult to test that most of
them are not reversible if n  
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